EXHIBIT 5
hoity-toity hoi-cream sold by street vendors B-grade movies to ~ up a film —Robert Sherrill) but false value or quality to : pretentious nonsense : to ~ the mustard) d : to ~ a motive which may ~ the hand of a tyrant —Thomas Jefferson) c : to ~ from some action (ordered the troops to ~ fire) (the only restraining increases to a minimum): as a : to prevent free expression of (~ your president)

~ all of that weight) 5 : to prevent from leaving or getting away (~ me up so I can see) (~ the ladder steady) (a clamp ~s the whole grasp the train) : as a : to avoid emitting or letting out (how long can you ~ alcoholic beverages) without becoming noticeably drunk (can't ~ without undue effect (can't ~ any more pie); ~ing what the future ~s) 7 a : to have in the mind or express as a judg­
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